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I. I NTRODUCTION

T

EXTURES are ubiquitous in real world, and texture
analysis has been studied for years in the field of image
processing and computer vision. One application in textile
industry is an automatic sewing machine for garment manufacturing1 , which requires a vision system to recognize fabric
patterns and track fabric motions. Although texture tracking in
general has been investigated in the literature [1], [2], few work
focuses on robust and efficient algorithms specially designed
for fabrics in a real-time environment. In the cutting or sewing
part of the sewing machine, to avoid aliasing, a real-time vision
system should be capable of continuously monitoring a small
region of a fabric near the sewing needle and tracking a very
small motion (possibly less than the width of a thread) in
successive frames. Besides fabric tracking, the vision system
should be capable of thread counting, which reduces the effect
of the local fabric distortions on tracking accuracy. To illustrate
the concepts of weave patterns, threads, and lattices, we show
an example in Fig. 1. Given an original starting point and
a center point in a thread-based coordinate system, counting
threads denotes maintaining a cumulative amount of warp and
weft (filling) thread that has passed the center point.
To design a fast and robust vision system for an automatic
sewing machine, Book et al. [3] proposed a prototype in
1 This work was partially supported by a Walmart Foundation grant
(#1806K45).
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Abstract—In garment manufacturing, an automatic sewing
machine is desirable to reduce cost. To accomplish this, a highspeed vision system is required to track fabric motions and
recognize repetitive weave patterns with high accuracy, from a
micro perspective near a sewing zone. In this paper, we present
an innovative framework for real-time texture tracking and
weave pattern recognition. Our framework includes a module for
motion estimation using blob detection and feature matching. It
also includes a module for lattice detection to facilitate the weave
pattern recognition. Our lattice-detection algorithm utilizes blob
detection and template matching to assess pair-wise similarity in
blobs’ appearance. In addition, it extracts information of dominant orientations to obtain a global constraint in the topology.
By incorporating both constraints in the appearance similarity
and the global topology, the algorithm determines a lattice that
characterizes the topological structure of the repetitive weave
pattern, thus allowing for thread counting. In our experiments,
the proposed thread-based texture tracking system is capable of
tracking denim fabric with high accuracy (e.g., 0.03◦ rotation and
0.02 weave-thread’ translation errors) and high speed (3 frames
per second), demonstrating its high potential for automatic realtime textile manufacturing.
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Fig. 1: An example of twill weave pattern
which the concept of thread-count was first introduced. In the
vision system, they used the Harris corner detection algorithm
to detect corner features and fabric translation, and 2D-fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to track fabric angles. However,
the FFT-based algorithm does not work well for accurately
estimating a small rotation angle (e.g. 0.1◦ ). In addition,
thread-count remains a concept, with no solution provided in
their work. Recognizing fabric threads is closely related to
discovering texture regularity or granularity. In the literature,
Liang and Weller [4] detected granularity (i.e., the size of
texture primitives) for general texture with simple edge detection techniques. To discover the lattices of near-regular texture
(NRT), Hays et al. [5] first formulated a lattice-finding problem
for NRT as a higher-order correspondence problem. This
technique uses interest point detectors, iteratively proposes
and assigns neighboring texture primitives, and then seeks an
optimal lattice assignment by maximizing the pair-wise visual
similarity and the geometric consistency. The approach fits
well for thread detection and counting, however, the optimization and iteration process is complex and time consuming, not
suitable for real time applications. In addition, Lin and Liu [6],
[7] proposed the first deformed lattice detection and tracking
algorithm for dynamic NRTs and compared it with optical
flow and Lukas-Kanade algorithms [8]. Their methods (as well
as [9]) are also computationally expensive by involving MRFbased tracking models.
In this paper, we propose an efficient, robust, and accurate
feature-based approach to track individual fabric threads and
provide the associated motion information in terms of position
and orientation. Our contributions include:
1) an innovative framework that integrates a lattice detection module to accomplish fabric tracking in a threadbased coordinate system instead of a pixel-based system,
to ensure robustness to local fabric deformation;
2) a novel algorithm for fast and efficient lattice detection
for thread counting, achieved by constraining on both
the appearance similarity (through template learning and
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Fig. 2: The flowchart of the proposed framework
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Fig. 3: Feature extraction
matching) and the global topology; and
3) an extensive comparative study evaluating various methods of keypoint detection and description for their applicability to the fabric tracking problem of interest.
II. T EXTURE T RACKING AND T HREAD C OUNTING
We present a framework to automatically track small motions and detect the lattice in near-regular texture (e.g. denim
fabric shown in Fig. 3a). The framework includes three phases
shown in Fig. 2. Phase I is feature extraction in which we
detect feature points and describe the local region around each
feature point. In phase II, we find matching feature points
between two sets of feature points in two successive frames
and estimate a geometric transformation with translation and
rotation offsets. In phase III, we learn the repetitive pattern
template and seek a local lattice by involving both local
appearance similarities and underlying topological relationship
among texture patterns.
A. Feature Detection and Description
To establish reliable matching between two frames, we need
a feature detector that extracts ample feature points and a
feature descriptor that distinctively describes local regions.
1) MSER feature detection: Since the image exhibits
abundant bright blob regions with a near-regular placement
and that a large percentage of the same blobs appear in
successive frames, we choose maximally stable extremal
region (MSER) [10] to detect stable blobs. The detected

Fig. 4: Feature point matching
MSERs are visualized in Fig. 3b, in which each unique
color represents one individual MSER region. After MSER
detection, we fit ellipses and centroids into detected regions
displayed in green ellipses and points in Fig. 3c. We utilize
MSER regions later to match feature points in two frames
and to generate a texture template.
2) BRISK feature description: For feature description, binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) [11] offers
a fast alternative to the well-known algorithms (e.g. scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) / speeded up robust features
(SURF)), and still maintains comparable matching performance. We mix each MSER feature point with a BRISK descriptor. Taking Fig. 3c as an example, we use the red column
vector to represent the BRISK feature vector of the red MSER
feature point. It is worth noting that, for feature description
in this paper, using typical texture features (e.g. [12], [13],
[14], [15]) normally cannot satisfy both the robustness and
the high-speed requirements simultaneously.
B. Translation and Rotation Estimation
We estimate translation and rotation offsets between two
frames from feature points and feature vectors through featurepoint matching and geometric transformation estimation.
1) Feature-point matching: Feature-point matching involves finding corresponding interest points between a pair
of images. Since BRISK feature descriptors are binary strings,
we use the Hamming distance for computational efficiency. We
apply the nearest neighbor approach, in which a match threshold is set for selecting the strongest matches. Therefore, using
local neighborhood information given by feature descriptors,
we find reliable matching points. Fig. 4 illustrates featurepoint matching, in which we use matched pairs to estimate
the geometric transformation between a pair of images.
2)Geometric transformation
 estimation: In an affine macos 4 θ −sin 4 θ 0
trix sin 4 θ cos 4 θ 0, 4x and 4y note translation
4x
4y
1
offsets in camera pixels and 4θ (◦ ) notes a rotation angle.
To estimate the parameters of a mathematical model from
a set of observations that contain outliers, we use the mestimator sample consensus (MSAC) [16], one variant of
random sample consensus (RANSAC) [17], to estimate a 2D geometric transform from matching pairs, which obtains a
global affine matrix in a standard orthogonal coordinate system
and reports translation and rotation offsets.
C. Thread Counting
Thread counting starts with low-level vision cues (e.g.
blobs) and ends with high-level lattice models shown in Fig. 5.
We generate a representative blob template and seek a vector
pair consistent with geometric relationships between blobs.
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Fig. 5: Thread counting
1) Template learning: As shown in Fig. 3(b), MSER generates potential blobs, some of which blobs are connected, and
others are not. From attributes of each blob region (e.g. its area
and its intensity values), we group blobs into two clusters:
individual blobs and grouping blobs. We use all individual
blobs such as the highlighted blob regions shown in Fig. 5a
to propose a blob template. We align all individual blobs
according to their centroids and average their intensity values
to determine a blob template shown in Fig. 5b.
2) Template matching: We use the obtained blob template
to detect the nearest neighboring blobs of the current MSER
center (i.e., the red point in Fig. 5c). To find neighboring blobs,
we adopt the correlation-based template matching method,
which utilizes the information in local peaks on a correlation
map between the candidate neighboring blob region and the
blob template. In Fig. 5c, we show the centroids of detected
neighboring blobs in blue and use them as a constraint of
appearance similarities for later lattice detection.
3) Dominant orientation determination: Blobs form a nearregular placement of repetitive patterns in dominant orientations. For a square image, the angular orientation of a peak
AC component in the frequency domain and a dominant
repeating orientation in the spatial domain are perpendicular.
For example, the 2D-FFT of a denim image is shown in
Fig. 5d, in which the red point represents a DC component;
the yellow points represent AC components with strong peaks;
and three AC peaks (yellow points) in the frequency domain
correspond to three dominant orientations in the spatial domain
(blue lines) in Fig. 5e. We use only two orientations from
three as reference orientations. Peak features in the frequency
domain help determine dominant directions and provide a
geometric constraint for later lattice detection.
4) Lattice detection: Proposing a lattice model represents
determining a vector pair connecting the current blob centroid
and its two nearest matched neighbors. Orientations of the two
basis vectors should follow the guidance of obtained dominant
directions, which results in global topological consistency. For
potential vector pairs, we minimize the distance defined in

Eq. 1 and generate a final lattice proposal.
d(~x, ~y ) = k~x − ~y k + wkθ~x−~y − θref k,

(1)

where ~x and ~y represent coordinates of the current blob
centroid and the candidate blob centroid, respectively; θ~x−~y
denotes the angle of the vector connecting the current blob
centroid and the candidate blob centroid; θref represents a
dominant direction of repetitive patterns estimated from the
frequency domain; k~x − ~y k denotes a constraint of appearance
similarities from template matching; and kθ~x−~y − θref k notes
a topological constraint. To balance the appearance constraint
and the topological constraint, we use w, a weighting factor
related to prior knowledge of weave patterns. By selecting
candidate blobs with the smallest d(~x, ~y ), we determine basis
vectors along the two dominant directions. We superimpose
the final proposal of a local lattice on inlier MSER feature
points shown in Fig. 5f. We produce the final lattice proposal
by involving both the similarity of the pair-wise texture appearance and the global consistency of topological relationships.
5) Thread counting mapping: To obtain fractional thread
counting, thereby reducing the effect of fabric distortion for
each inlier feature point, we calculate the translation vector
and decompose it into the local lattice coordinate system with
the assumption that we have a prior knowledge of the fabric
type and mapping information between the local lattice and
the physical fabric thread.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND D ISCUSSION
To evaluate the tracking performance of our proposed
framework, we conduct a set of experiments, in which we
estimated a translation offset in a camera space, a rotation
angle, and a translation offset in a thread-based coordinate
system between two frames with small motions shown in
Fig. 6 (a demo video available online2 ). Our target texture is
a piece of denim fabric mounted on a micro stage that allows
precise translation and rotation. Since our camera captures
only a small region of denim fabric, the field of view (FOV) of
the captured images contains only the texture of denim fabric
rather than the background texture. The size of the images is
256 × 256. We implement algorithms on MATLAB R 2014b
with a PC (Intel i7-4790K, 4GHz, RAM: 32GB).
2 https://ghassanalregib.com/texture-tracking-in-video-streams-and-weavepattern-recognition/
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Mean absolute error (pixel)

Time (s)

0.70
Max absolute Error (pixel)

0.60

Mean absolute error (pixel)

Time (s)

0.70
0.50

TABLE I: Comparison: our system versus Book et al. [3].
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Fig. 7: Performance evaluation of translation estimation.
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Fig. 8: Performance evaluation of rotation estimation.
Translation estimation: To evaluate the accuracy of translation estimation, we obtained ground truth using the micro stage
and conducted an extensive experiment. We translated the
micro stage from zero to ten mm at intervals of 0.5 mm (i.e.,
around 7.53 pixels) in the horizontal direction and acquired
20 test images for our experiment. With the ground truth
of translation offsets, we combined various feature detectors
and descriptors (e.g. SURF [18], MSER [10], BRISK [11],
FAST [19], and HARRIS [20]) and compared their estimation
accuracy. To quantify accuracy for translation estimation, we
use three metrics: (1) the maximum value of the absolute
error between the estimated and actual translation values in
pixels; (2) the mean value of the absolute error in pixels;
and (3) the computational cost in seconds. We demonstrate
the performance of the six algorithms on tracking translation
in Fig. 7, in which “A+B” denotes “feature detector+feature
descriptor.” From Fig. 7, we observe: (1) “MSER+SURF”
yields the lowest mean absolute error (i.e., 0.12 pixels); and (2)
“FAST+BRISK” generates the lowest maximum absolute error
(i.e., 0.51 pixels) and the lowest computational time (i.e., 0.035
seconds). To determine which algorithm to use, besides the
three metrics mentioned above, we evaluate the accuracy and
computation time of rotation estimation and thread counting.
Rotation estimation: We applied a similar experimental
setup to that in translation estimation into the evaluation of
rotation estimation. By rotating the micro stage from 0◦ to
10◦ at intervals of 1/6◦ , we obtained 61 images and chose
the first as a reference. The actual rotation angles between
the test images and the reference image are successively
1/6◦ , 1/3◦ , · · · , 10◦ . To evaluate the tracking of the rotation
angles on tracking accuracy and computation time, we tested the same six feature extraction schemes as those tested
in translation estimation. Since we simultaneously estimated

TmaxAE (pixel)
0.124
0.118

TmeanAE (pixel)
0.474
0.636

RmaxAE (◦ )
0.637
0.075

RmeanAE (◦ )
0.064
0.026

Time (s)
0.156
0.339

Thread
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translation and rotation parameters, the curves that exhibit
computational cost in Figs. 7 and 8 present a similar shape and
trend. Compared with other feature extraction methods shown
in Fig. 8, “MSER+BRISK” and “MSER+SURF” achieve
superior tracking accuracy while sacrificing computational
efficiency. Their mean absolute errors are 0.026◦ and 0.018◦ ,
respectively, and their maximum absolute errors are 0.075◦
and 0.057◦ , respectively. Among all the comparison methods,
“FAST+BRISK” consumes the least computation time (i.e.,
0.017 seconds) but yields the greatest error. In addition, by
comparing feature detectors with the same feature extraction
approach, we observe that MSER extracts higher quality and a
larger number of blob features than SURF. Combined with the
same feature detector, BRISK consumes less time than SURF.
By involving tracking accuracy and computational efficiency,
we choose “MSER+BRISK” for the thread-counting system.
Thread counting: The outcomes of thread counting include
the basis vectors of a final lattice proposal in a camera space
and two translation offsets in a lattice-based coordinate system.
The mean error of translation estimation of a thread is about
0.02 (i.e., 1 thread = 0.33 mm).
Computational time: It takes three frames per second (fps)
for the proposed system (Matlab code without optimization,
will be available online2 ) to calculate for a pair of images
including motion estimation and thread counting. In comparison, using the algorithm from Hays et al. [21], it takes 1.8
minutes for only lattice detection for an image of the same
size. With C++ implementation (MSER and BRISK are both
available in the OpenCV library) and code optimization, our
proposed system is expected to operate in real time.
Comparison with existing system: The vision system proposed by Book et al. [3] is the first and the only existing
system for automatic garment sewing. Therefore, we compare
the performance of their system and ours in Table I, where
TmaxAE, TmeanAE, RmaxAE, and RmeanAE represent translation maximum-, translation mean-, rotation maximum-, and
rotation mean absolute errors, respectively. Our system outperforms theirs in two aspects: (1) our rotation tracking errors
are significantly lower; and (2) our system performs thread
counting, which is critical for a practical setting, but theirs
cannot.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We proposed an innovative thread-based texture tracking
system that accurately tracks texture and detects lattice underlying fabric weave patterns in high speed. We adopted a
feature extraction approach that not only detects feature points
to establish valid matching between images, but also facilitates
the generation of template proposal and the discovery of a
repetitive lattice. To detect a reliable local lattice, we designed
a computationally efficient algorithm utilizing both local appearance similarities and global topological relationship. We
applied the system successfully to denim fabric tracking and
thread counting, demonstrating its high potential for automatic
real-time textile manufacturing.
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